TDL MEMBER FORUM

Monthly forum for members of the Texas Digital Library, April 17, 2024

tdl.org
ZOOM ORIENTATION

The guidelines below are intended to help us have smooth conversations in Zoom and promote a positive and efficient meeting environment for us all.

- Keep your **mic** muted, please.
- Use **chat** to enter questions, comments, share links, and say ‘hello.’
- Turn on **closed captioning**.
- Click “**leave**” to leave the webinar.
Texas Digital Library would like to acknowledge the Alabama-Coushatta, Caddo, Carrizo / Comecrudo, Coahuiltecan, Comanche, Kickapoo, Lipan Apache, Tonkawa, and Ysleta Del Sur Pueblo, and all the American Indian and Indigenous Peoples and communities who have been or have become a part of these lands and territories in Texas.

tdl.org
AGENDA

1. Director’s Update | OSTP “Nelson” memo and The Right to Deposit

2. Services & Projects Update | DSpace, OJS, Digital Preservation, Vireo, DPLA

3. Community Updates | Events & opportunities with TDL, members, and partners

4. Open Floor | Questions and discussion
OSTP “NELSON” MEMO AND THE RIGHT TO DEPOSIT

Webinar co-organized by CDL and the Authors Alliance

Co-sponsored by TDL

Signatory on statement supporting reliance on the Federal purpose license by federal agencies for implementation of the Nelson memo
SERVICES & PROJECTS UPDATE
TDL DSpace Users Group Meeting at TCDL (May 23 after lunch)
Call for Proposals Open: North American DSpace UG Meeting in Minneapolis, Sept 23-25
- Deadline is May 24
OPEN ACCESS JOURNALS

OPEN JOURNAL SYSTEMS

- OJS 3.4 upgrade on-going
- TCDL Idea Lab: “Quality Assurance in Open Access Journals: Lessons from Rejection” - getting indexed in DOAJ
- Assessment Project: Licensing/Copyright, Preservation, Usage
OER SUPPORT

OER Users Group at TCDL - May 23 at 12:30pm
Social gathering on evening of Wednesday, May 22

Open Education Network
discounted individual membership

DEADLINE TO SIGN UP: MAY 1
• Updates to Vireo 4 version and dependencies continue
• TCDL Vireo BoF and presentation by Christopher Starcher
TDR Steering Committee Annual Meeting at TCDL

- Tuesday, May 21, 12-2PM in the Commons Conference Center
DIGITAL PRESERVATION

Digital Preservation Interest Group meeting Thursday, April 18, 2PM
• Dr. Nancy McGovern of Global Archivist will attend to discuss the DP Decision Trees content
• Decision Trees public release on May 1

Digital Preservation Interest Group meeting at TCDL - Thursday, May 23 from 8-9 am at the Commons Conference Center
DPLA

- April harvest in progress
  - New members
    - UT Dallas (harvesting from Ex Libris Alma D)
    - Rice (harvesting from Quartex)
- DPLA has announced a search for a new home for its harvesting operation
COMMUNITY UPDATES
IT’S TIME TO PLAN YOUR TCDL EXPERIENCE!

DAY 1: TUE, MAY 21
Morning workshops, member group meetings, food truck lunch time, opening plenary ft. awards ceremony and keynote address by Dr. Patricia Hswe from the Mellon Foundation, afternoon sessions, and the reception ft. the poster session and scavenger hunt.

DAY 2: WED, MAY 22
Breakfast, sessions all day including martial arts and crochet networking opportunities, professional headshots, and lunch.

DAY 3: THU, MAY 23
Breakfast, morning & afternoon member group meetings, mostly morning sessions, closing plenary, and lunch.

Opening Keynote
#TCDL2024
PATRICIA HSWE
Program Director for Public Knowledge, The Mellon Foundation
Learn more at tdl.org

The full Program Schedule, with session details, will be out soon!
TCDL RESOURCES

- Book Your Hotel (see deadlines for special rates)
- Local Resources (recommended restaurants and coffee shops)
- Speaker orientation on Tue, April 30 from 2-3 pm CT
- Poster presenters, keep an eye on your email for orientation & scavenger hunt details
- More Speaker & Poster Presenter support details coming soon to tdl.org!
EARLY BIRD

DON’T WAIT, SECURE YOUR TICKET TODAY

TDL Member Rate - $300 (Early bird)

Register before May 3, 2024 to take advantage of our early bird rate!

The regular rate will increase to $350 for TDL Members.
Submit your proposals for Virtual DLF Forum

Submissions from all sectors, backgrounds, and career stages are welcome!

Join DLF and share your insights in digital libraries, cultural heritage, education and pedagogy, and more.

Deadline: Wed, May 15 at 10:59 pm CT
UPCOMING TDL MEETINGS & EVENTS

Thu, April 18 @ 2 pm
Digital Preservation Interest Group

Mon, April 22 @ 3 pm
DSpace User Group

Fri, April 26 @ 2 pm
GIS Interest Group

Tue, April 30 @ 2 pm
TCDL 2024 Speaker Orientation

Check out all upcoming events on at tdl.org/events
GET INVOLVED

Stay in the loop on the latest TDL news and announcements by visiting **tdl.org**, signing up for emails, and following us on social media!
QUESTIONS

Have a question or suggestion for TDL?

Use our anonymous feedback form:
https://forms.gle/nYLoyGduvh41j74w9